**Committee Gives Explanation to Glove Fighters**

**Rules of Fight Told To Those Freshmen Who Are To Proceed**

(Continued from Page One)

To just how the glove fight is held, let it be explained that all freshmen will be fighting under this handicap, the fresher having a glove on his left hand and the other guy having the glove on his right hand. To explain this confusing event of Field Day, the officers of the two wing classes are provided with a glove for the sake of convenience in handling the glove. When the whistle is blown, the Great Britain side will be on the yard line of the field. The Sophomores will be on the north side of the field and the freshmen will be on the south side. The gloves are to be worn on the right hand and whichever fighter is in front or in front of the other when the whistle goes off, the inhabitant of the box that the gloves rest in will be the victor. The fighters will be put into their yards, and it is the conception of both sides to try to get the gloves of his opponent without losing his own. As soon as an opponent’s glove is secured, the victor should put it into his box. His box will be placed on the twenty yard line. It is probable that the fight is nearly over but it will not be until the end of the game that the fight will be over, and it serves as an ideal way for the freshmen to show up enthusiasm. It was started last week in order to reduce the demarkations of the grounds to a minimum and worked so successfully that the Sophomores will be convicted of as a part of the activities of the Day.

For President Stratton as the end of the building 2 will search from those to the stands, it loved by those who intend to be seen as a fun one, it will occupy the core end of the center and in the front of the stage. But it will be put on for President Samuel W. Stratton.

**Fledged to Fraternity at Technology**

**Pledges of Foreign Students at Technology**

**S Alphabet**

Australia ... 21

Austria ... 3

Brazil ... 2

Bulgaria ... 1

Canada ... 50

China ... 20

Costa Rica ... 1

Denmark ... 0

Egypt ... 1

Estonia ... 1

Europe ... 3

Haiti ... 1

Holland ... 6

India ... 8

Ireland ... 1

Italy ... 1

Japan ... 2

Korea ... 1

Malaysia ... 1

Mexico ... 14

Norway ... 1

Pakistan ... 0

Panama ... 7

Peru ... 6

Philippines ... 4

Poland ... 8

Russia ... 4

Sweden ... 1

Switzerland ... 2

Turkey ... 7

U.S.A. ... 4

Venezuela ... 7

Virgin Islands ... 1

Total ... 183

In addition to the above there are many foreign students not in the list whose families live in the United States, most of whom will apply their abilities after graduating in developing their native countries.
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